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Letter from the editors

��a� ��a�e��,
Over the four years that most teenagers are in
high school, we are pressured to make sky-high
achievements. There are different standards for what
we are expected to know and different benchmarks by
which the state can judge our knowledge of a topic.
Sexual education in schools is an example of a
curriculum that has personal repercussions with
students. It is important that this curriculum is
effective to students rather than just dull noise.
This is why the sexual education curriculum begs
examination in the context of modern society.
Writers Jenny Jiao and Sari Royer delve into
and analyze the high school’s sexual education

curriculum in their story “Let’s Talk About
Sex” on pages 10-13. Jiao and Royer discuss
how sexual education must be expanded to
help all audiences, not just those who believe in
abstinence until marriage.
The primary message of the curriculum
that is mentioned is abstinence. At one point
in almost every person’s life, he/she must
choose whether he/she wishes to remain
abstinent or be sexually active. In middle
school, the majority opinion was to wait to
have sex for many years. However, as the years
continued, more kids decided this wasn’t what
they believed. As we have matured, some of
our values have changed. According to the
spotlight, 47 percent of teenagers choose not
to abstain in high school. Some still believe in
waiting; others do not. It is, however, important
for the community to recognize that a
significant segment of the student body is going
to be sexually active no matter what; therefore,
abstinence-only sexual education is unrealistic,
outdated and dangerous for those teens who
need to be taught how to stay safe.
Ultimately, what we must learn is that all
values and ideals differ from person-to-person. No
matter what we believe, we must be able to respect
others’ choices and provide relevant updated
information to prepare them for their lives.
Happy reading!
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Arlingtonian is a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately every
four weeks by the Journalism III-A students at
Upper Arlington High School.The publication has
been established as a public forum for student
expression and for the discussion of issues of
concern to its audience. It will not be reviewed or
restrained by school officials prior to publication
or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student
expression, the editorial board, which consists
of the staff’s editors, will determine the content
of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;
therefore, material may not necessarily reflect
the opinions or policies of Upper Arlington
school officials.
The views stated in editorials represent that
of a majority of the editorial board. No single
member of the editorial board can be held
responsible for editorial content decisions. Signed
columns or reviews represent only the opinion
of the author.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,
guest columns and news releases from faculty,
administrators, community residents, students and
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the general public.The Arlingtonian editorial board
reserves the right to withhold a letter or column
and return it for more information if it determines
the piece contains items of unprotected speech as
defined by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in full on
the Arlingtonian web site at www.arlingtonian.com
for a minimum of four weeks. Arlingtonian and
its staff will strive to publish only legally protected
speech following the legal definitions for libel,
obscenity and invasion of privacy.
The staff will also refrain from printing stories
that create a material disruption of school activities.
Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine
content of the publication, it will therefore also
take complete legal and financial responsibility
for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not avoid
publishing a story solely on the basis of possible
dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing
and production costs through advertising sales,
donations and fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret and
enforce this editorial policy.
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I n - brief
pronouns when referring to Alcorn in interviews.
“People need to know that I loved him,”
Leelah’s mother, Carla, said to CNN. “He was
Transgender teen’s suicide
a good kid, a good boy.”
Alcorn’s parents had sent her to therapy
gains national attention
after she was diagnosed with depression.
However, Alcorn wrote that she never
parking a call for change across the
received the help she needed. In her final
Internet, Leelah Alcorn, 17, from
note, she wrote, “I only got more Christians
Cincinnati, Ohio, died Dec. 27, 2014 after
telling me that I was selfish and wrong and
walking in front of a semi-truck.
that I should look to God for help.”
In her final words online, Alcorn called
Since her death, Alcorn’s parents have
supporters to “fix society.” She said she
requested that the suicide note be deleted.
“would never be at peace” until transgender
Tumblr has since removed her entire blog.
people are accepted for who they are.
UA senior Max Ralstine, who also
Alcorn’s death, along with her suicide
identifies as transgender, said his immediate
note, has sparked online petitions on several
reaction to the event
platforms, including
was anger.
change.org and
“We lost this
whitehouse.gov. The
precious life,” Ralstin
petitions propose that
said, “and we are
President Barack
never going to get
Obama enact
her back. No parent
“Leelah’s Law,” which
should ever drive
would ban conversion
their children to that.”
therapy for LGBTQIA
While Alcorn’s
individuals; the
death is tragic, it
acronym stands for
represents a trend
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
among transgender
Transgender, Queer,
Photo courtesy tumblr/lazerprincess
youth. The American
Intersex, and/or
Asexual.
Transgender teen Leelah Alcorn posted this self-portrait Institute for Suicide
Prevention states
Obama has yet
on her Tumblr blog. Before taking her own life, Alcorn
wrote a suicide note on her blog that was post-dated
that 45 percent
to respond to these
to appear after her death.
of transgender
petitions, which
individuals from
have garnered over
the ages of 18-24 have attempted suicide.
300,000 signatures at press time.
According to a 2013 repor t from The
In the suicide note Alcorn post-dated to
Anti-Violence Project, transgender people
her Tumblr blog, Alcorn chronicles a painful
are affected by violence around 50 percent
life trapped with two parents who refused to
more than cisgender people (those whose
accept her for what she was: transgender.
gender identity matches their gender
“To put it simply,” Alcorn wrote in her
assignment at bir th).
note, “I feel like a girl trapped in a boy’s body,
“People need to know that what
and I’ve felt that way ever since I was 4.”
happened to her was wrong,” Ralstin said.
Alcorn writes that her parents continued
“People need to know that society has to
to call her by her birth name, Joshua, after she
change. This can’t go on anymore.”
expressed her gender identity to them. Since
her death, Alcorn’s parents continue to use male
by J-I Student Olivia Van Arsdale, ’17

Tragic Death

S

image Courtesy Madeline Prindle

Senior Madeline Prindle received an Honorable Mention
award for her digital art submission “Shenandoah.”
Prindle received a total of eight awards in the contest.

Artistic acclaim
Students take home top awards in
central Ohio scholastic art contest

xx

students received recognition at the 2015
Central Ohio Regional Scholastic Art Awards.
Of these, two students received Gold
Keys: junior Jack Campise for his short film
“Bittersweet Defeat,” and senior Megan
Sherer for her piece “My First Bike.”
Six of the students received a total of eight
Silver Keys: senior Andrew Bennett, junior
Katie Kang, senior Lauren Oberlin, senior
Madeline Prindle (3), senior Miranda Repke,
and senior Ian Shafer.
Nine students received 17 Honorable Mention
awards, including senior Madeline Prindle,
who earned five alone, one for her art portfolio
submission. Senior Lauren Oberlin also received
an Honorable mention for her art portfolio.
All award winners and their submissions can
be found at http://uaarts.weebly.com/2015scholastic-art-and-writing-winners.html.

Columbus ~ Delaware ~ Dublin ~ London ~ Newark ~ Westerville
SCHEDULING: (614) 273-2230
OR TOLL FREE (877) 273-2230

www.ohioentdocs.com
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United as
President Obama’s
immigration action is one
that sets the United States
apart from other countries
by hashem anabtawi, ‘15

Photo courtesy MCT Campus/Michael Ainsworth/Dallas Morning News/TNS

Raul Hernandez, 42, with son Ivan Hernandez, 10, left, on chair, and Julie Hernanez, 6, at a President Obama watch party at Christ’s Foundry United Methodist Church in Dallas
on Thursday, Nov. 20, 2014. Obama’s speech unveiled his plans for executive action on immigration.

n Nov. 20, following the
Republican-favored midterm
elections, President Barack
Obama spoke words that sent an array of
mixed emotions throughout the country.
Obama has enforced an executive action
concerning the U.S. immigration system.
He announced he would “offer temporary
legal status to approximately five million
undocumented immigrants,” wrote
Benjamin Bell of ABC News.
For a handful of residing foreigners,
this decision paved a glorious pathway for
their lives and those of their children. But
for opposing Republicans, objection and
backlash was an immediate action.
“Essentially he’s gotten in the job of
counterfeiting immigration papers, because
there’s no legal authority to do what he’s
doing,” said Ted Cruz-R, a Texas Senator.
Other Republicans feel the decision was
too abrupt and needs more shaping for a
logical and effective structure.
“We are going to pass legislation, but
it is not going to be the legislation the
president is asking for,” said U.S. Rep. Raul
Labrador-R of Idaho. “We as Republicans
don’t believe you should give amnesty first
and talk about security later, which is what
the Senate bill did.”
However, more than just amnesty was
Obama’s goal in the action. In terms of
6
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the economy, Obama said the order will
have a positive and lasting effect over the
coming years. Since minimal legislation
was being passed through Obama’s term,
this made the executive order seem even
more appealing.
The Council of Economic Advisers
estimates that the president’s executive order
will increase gross domestic product by 0.4
percent after 10 years, will not affect the
likelihood of employment for native workers
while raising their wages and will cut deficits
by $25 billion in 2024.
Nevertheless, this decision set the
United States a part from other countries
in modern times. In comparison to other
countries’ immigration policies, this
decision separates the country from a strict
neglecting rule to a sign of sympathy and
a grant for opportunity, as opposed to
Middle Eastern rules.
Spanish teacher Richard Duarte comes
from a line of immigrants and has taken
a great interest in the cultural effect of a
country’s diversity. For this reason, Duarte
agrees with the executive order and is
supportive of any future legislation allowing
immigrants into the US.
“My grandparents were immigrants
across the Nicaraguan border, but because of
the way they looked and the way they talked,
going across Spanish-speaking countries was

no problem for them,” Duarte said. “I think
it’s interesting to look as a whole how types
of immigrants can create cultural diversity
within one country, but not every country
allows that,” Duarte said.
Duarte is correct in the sense that
immigration policy is not one universal
system worldwide. In certain Middle
Eastern countries with past and present
conflict, such as Jordan and Israel,
immigration between the two is a much
stricter process.
According to Israeli law, Lebanon, Syria,
Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Yemen and Iran are
“enemy countries” and an Israeli citizen
may not visit them without a special permit
issued by the Israeli minister of the interior,”
as stated on the U.S. Embassy’s website. “An
Israeli who visits these countries, be it with
a foreign passport or an Israeli one, may be
prosecuted when coming back to Israel.”
In comparison to the United State’s past
immigration policy, the executive order
provides much more leniency in terms of
granting visas, work visas, green cards and
overall citizenship. Though the process is
still selective, The American Immigration
Council states that approximately 675,000
could be affected each year by the change.
It also sets the country even further
apart from other countries in a working
immigration system.
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Pumped for Poppins
Students prepare for the upcoming musical
by Jane Eskildsen, ‘15

B

eginning in the third week of
February, the Vocal Music program
will be performing the Broadway
musical Mary Poppins. Students and
coordinators are going above and beyond to
bring this production to life. According to
the lead cast members, senior Elise
Rucker and sophomore Charlotte
Brown, a local company will be
harnessing the students in order to
help them fly across the stage.
Prepared to play her role as Mrs.
Winifred Banks, Rucker is most
excited for the intricate set design.
“It’s inspired by the Broadway
set, which involves lots of flying
pieces and changes,” Rucker said. “It will be
significantly different from the sets of recent
years. I think the audience is really going to
like it.”
Musical director Eric Kauffman says the
high school has a tradition of preparing the
newest and most popular shows to keep the
audience on its toes.
“The stage version of Mary Poppins
was just released for amateur theater (high
schools) to produce in October. Prior to
this, only professional companies could

Mary Poppins is set in England, adding a
new challenge for students: a British accent.
“The added feature to Mary Poppins of
course is the addition of the British accent,”
Kauffman said. “We offered free tap dance
classes as well as free sessions on the British
accent to help everyone prepare for this new
skill set.”
Brown, knowing how difficult the
It will be significantly
auditions process was, prepared for
different from the sets weeks beforehand.
“I practiced pretty much every
of recent years. I think the
day,”
Brown said. “I worked with my
audience is really going to
teacher
on my voice. It was pretty
like it.”
stressful, but worth it.”
Senior Elise Rucker
Brown said she was very lucky to
be working with such a talented cast
“I was one of two freshmen girls to make at such a comparatively young age.
This production will strive to bring life to
it into the musical my ninth grade year,”
what so many in UA know from the movie,
Rucker said. “I remember feeling such a
Kauffman said. Many people are coming
sense of accomplishment. Getting into the
together to make this a great production.
musicals at UAHS is no easy task.”
“Several recent grads [have] come back
The typical audition process for a
and [helped] coach singers, actors and
production begins with singing a song in
the style of the show. Next, the student must dancers with the skills they have acquired at
their colleges, as well as [helped] out with
act a short scene. Dancers must perform a
sets and costumes over their winter break,”
dance to the different styles of the show. In
Kauffman said. “What a great community
the case of Mary Poppins, all students must
tradition we have here at UA concerning the
perform a tap dance audition.
musical theater program.”
The major difference this year is that

produce the show,” Kauffman said.
This is Rucker’s fourth musical at
the high school. She has also performed
for Vocal Ensemble, Symphonic Choir,
Women’s Glee, Chorus and Symphonic
Band. As a freshman, Rucker was able to
secure a spot in the musical, a challenging
undertaking for a beginner.

‘‘

photo by Megan Wheeler

Musical director Eric Kauffman guides the Mary Poppins cast through the script of the
show. Mary Poppins premieres the third week of February.

Photo Courtesy Elise Rucker

The Mary Poppins cast practices on the stage during a rehearsal. The cast must learn
tap dancing and how to speak in a British accent.
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Winter sports prepare for tournament
play as regular seasons wind down
Page design by sasha dubson, ’15
and megan wheeler, ’15

photo By megan wheeler

photo By Emma ballou

▲▲ Senior John Scott defends the Bears’ goal during
the Jan. 9 varsity hockey game. The boys beat Gahanna
Lincoln 11-3.

▲ Senior Thomas Cooper wrestles his Marysville
opponent on Jan. 8. The varsity wrestlers begin State
Duals Jan. 28.
▶ Junior Alyssa Cooper performs a bar routine at the Jan.
6 girls gymnastics meet. The team’s next home meet is
Jan. 27 at 7 p.m.

8
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◀ Senior Taylor McGlade dribbles down the court during
the Jan. 9 girls basketball game against Marysville. The
team’s next home game is Jan. 27 against Thomas
Worthington.
▼ Freshman Kendra Sheehan battles for the lead against
an opponent from Columbus School for Girls in the
200-medley relay. The team’s senior night is Jan. 24 at home.

Interviews conducted by Kelly CHian

Captains’ Corner

photo By katherine wilburn

Boys ice hockey
Senior

Jason Schumacher

What are the goals
for the team this
upcoming season?
Our main goals for
this season are to
win districts, to play
in the “Frozen Four”
and to be a closer
team than last year.
These priorities will hopefully give us
more success as a team.
What are you doing to prepare for
this season?
The team has been lifting since April and
practicing throughout the summer. Along
with scrimmages against other schools
in the fall, we had multiple captains’
practices to get ready for tryouts.
What major strengths does your
team possess?
I think we are a fast team and have a lot
of experience. We for sure have one of
the most skilled teams in our league.

photo By dan casey

Girls Gymnastics
Senior Mary

Kate Keethler

What is your
team’s strongest
event?
Our team’s
strongest event
is probably bars
because we have
a lot of girls that
can do good, clean
routines that score well and we all really
enjoy bars.
What do you hope to accomplish
this year?
Some of our goals are to get to states
as a team again, win districts, just keep
improving our skills and have as many girls
as we can qualify for individual states.
What are the strengths of this team?
We have much better coaches and the
team is a lot closer and is more talented
this year. We are really supportive of each
other; we are really dedicated and we all
want to do well.

photo by sasha dubson
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Let’s Talk About

Students raise questions about
current sex education curriculum
by sari royer, ‘16 And Jenny Jiao, ‘16

Photo illustration by sasha dubson

I

A female student shops for difference types of contraception and pregnancy tests. She is indecisive because of her limited knowledge of the various contraceptive devices.

t’s certainly the most awkward week
of health class, and usually the
most colorful as well. The week that
makes you regret waiting until senior year
to take health as the sole upperclassman
in a class of immature freshmen. The
week that students wince as they see
overly vivid diagrams and squirm as they
hear stories from their health teacher that
are a bit too personal. It’s sex ed week.

Curriculum

Currently, the state of Ohio does not
require schools to teach sex education.
However, it does require each school
district’s board to set a health curriculum
for all schools under its supervision that
includes information about STDs and
HIV/AIDS, according to the National
Coalition to Support Sexuality Education.
10
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Ohio’s mandate states that curriculums
must make clear that “abstinence from
sexual activity is the only protection
that is 100 percent effective against
unwanted pregnancy, STDs, and the
sexual transmission of a virus that causes
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.”
Additionally, the curriculum must “stress
that students should abstain from sexual
activity until after marriage.”
Of the 37 states that require sexual
education including abstinence, 26
states plus the District of Columbia
have a curriculum requirement for
STD and HIV/AIDS material that
“stresses abstinence,” while 11 simply
require that abstinence be included as
part of the instruction.
Health teacher Stacey Hoover
regularly teaches sex education as a
part of the health curriculum and said

UAHS’ material does adhere to Ohio’s
state standard.
“By law, abstinence [education] is
what our school districts have accepted as
practice,” Hoover said.
However, Upper Arlington’s
curriculum also educates students about a
variety of other material concerning sex.
“[We teach] everything from female
reproduction and male reproduction,
menstrual cycle, child development,
pregnancy to healthy and unhealthy
relationships and marriage commitment,”
Hoover said.
Furthermore, the district’s current
curriculum includes information
about contraception, as opposed to an
abstinence-only program.
“We stress that abstinence is the most
important way to stay 100 percent safe,”
Hoover said. “[But] we do elaborate
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Questioning the Curriculum

Under Pressure

Student survey reveals mixed feelings

W

Do you feel the sex education unit in your
health class prepared you to practice safe sex,
should you choose to do so?

Do your parents receive information about
UA’s sex education curriculum and stay
informed on its approach to sex education?

Yes
Yes

No

55%

45%

17%

no

83%
source: voluntary jan. 5, 2015 Arlingtonian survey of 150 students

on birth controls, the dangers and the
effectiveness of [them].”
Hoover believes the current program
balances teaching of abstinence and safe
sexual practices. However, she states that
the objective of the program is to keep
students abstinent.
“Our main goal is that our students are
100 percent safe, which means they would
have to be abstinent,” Hoover said.
Junior Erica Hartmus was a student
in Hoover’s wellness class during her
freshman year and recalls her experience.
“I learned scientific information
about sexual reproduction, STDs, HIV/
AIDS, pregnancy, abstinence and some
birth control,” Hartmus said. “The school
seemed to focus more on abstinence
and it cast a somewhat negative light on
having sex.”
Hoover elaborates that the material
is largely scientific and factual to equip
students with the information needed
to make a decision about engaging in
sexual practices. She said that teachers’
personal experiences are also used as a
learning tool.
“[The factual material is] mixed with
health teachers’ personal stories or things
that we’ve experienced growing up and
being a teenager,” Hoover said.
However, Hartmus finds usage of a

teacher’s personal anecdotes and ideology
creates bias in the classroom environment.
“Many of the stories we heard were
about abstinence and waiting,” Hartmus
said. “It was helpful to hear about that
decision, but we didn’t see the other
side, the not-waiting side, as much,
which I felt was biased, since most
people don’t wait nowadays.”
Hartmus does note that Hoover taught
about contraception more than other
teachers she is familiar with.
“We had a speaker, Molly Woo,
who did speak about having sex before
marriage and the emotional consequences
of it,” Hartmus said.

Effectiveness

Although the curriculum covers a
wide range of topics concerning sexual
intercourse and its implications, the
effectiveness of the program in educating
students and influencing their judgements
is contested.
Hoover said the information is given to
the student and the decision to engage or
not engage in sexual practices, safe or not,
is ultimately up to them.
“We talk about it to their faces in
a classroom,” Hoover said. “But I also
think teen[agers], just like with drugs

by owen auch, ‘15
hile students learn one thing
about sex in the classroom,
they’re presented with entirely different
pressures and information outside of it.
Unique features of UA’s culture coupled
with sexual pressures at play at any high
school shape the way students make
decisions about sex in often unseen ways.
One element of UA’s culture that
impacts students’ decisions is that
students are well connected, and often
know a great deal about what others
are doing. According to counselor
Mary Anne Nyeste, this affects different
students in different ways.
“Some people are very happy for
everybody to know what they’re doing,”
Nyeste said. “[Others] make decisions
based on, ‘Oh gee, everybody’s gonna
know what I’m doing, therefore I won’t
do it.’ ”
The scrutiny of students’ sexual
choices is exacerbated by widespread
use of social media. Nyeste said she
believes the percentage of students
using social media is higher than average
at UAHS, which can lead students to
make bad choices.
“[For sexual choices], social media is
not our friend,” Nyeste said.
Nyeste said she sees many cases every
year in which students have shared sexual
content on social media and someone
comes to their counselor upset about it.
Other factors consistent across
American culture also affect students’
decisions. One factor is the sexual double
standard, in which girls are judged more
harshly than boys for engaging in similar
sexual behaviors. While the double
standard is present at UA, Nyeste said
that negative pressures affect both boys
and girls, even if these effects are different.
The media can also perpetuate
certain ideas about sex that are untrue
or harmful.
“I think sometimes [the media]
skews reality,” Nyeste said. “Sometimes,
high schoolers—developmentally—are
not in a position to separate what is
true from what the media wants them
to believe.”
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Preventing Pregnancy

High teen pregnancy rates may be linked to abstinence-only curriculumn
by Maeve o’ brien, ’16

T

eenagers lead demanding lives. They attempt to balance
schoolwork, athletics, clubs, social lives, personal
interests and preparation for college. High school is a time
when students are pushed to dedicate their time and energy
towards themselves, leaving no room for raising a child of
their own.
Teenage pregnancy seems to be an ongoing taboo
in American culture. About 820,000 teenagers become
pregnant each year in the United States. The U.S. teen
pregnancy rate remains the highest of any other developed
country, according to CDC data released in 2012. This may
be a result of poor sex education in schools or policies that
advocate abstinence only, preventing students from knowing
how to practice safe sex that would decrease the likelihood
of pregnancy. Any adolescent who has sex without proper
knowledge of how to use contraception is put at risk for
teen pregnancy.
According to Stayteen.org, teenage pregnancy often
results in poor academic performance, financial struggles and
father abandonment. A child could prevent teenagers from
going to college or star ting a career, forcing them to hit
pause on their plans and goals for the future.
“Parenthood is the leading reason why teen girls drop
out of school; after all, it’s really difficult to juggle homework

and alcohol, are going to make their
own choice.”
She elaborates on the importance of
having that background information.
“What’s nice is if they’re going to make
their own choice, they are armed and
ready with information
that says, ‘If you make
this decision, there can be
very high consequences,’”
Hoover said. “That’s the
difference. Our kids listen.
Some do a really good
job with it; some make a
rather large mistake. But
going into [the decision],
they know the possibilities
and what the outcome might be.”
School counselor Allen Banks agrees
that the curriculum has impacted
students’ abilities to make conscious and
safe decisions.
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and a baby,” Stayteen.org stated. “Less than half of teen
mothers ever graduate from high school and fewer than two
percent earn a college degree by age 30.”
Fur thermore, children of teenage mothers are put
at a disadvantage from the beginning. Children born to
teenage mothers are more likely to encounter behavioral,
educational and health issues than children born with older
parents, according to the Office of Adolescent Health.
They are also more likely to have children as teenagers
themselves, causing a destructive cycle.
“The daughters of young teen mothers are three times
more likely to become teen mothers themselves,” Stayteen.
org stated.
The data released by the CDC in 2012 highlights
the issues with access to contraceptives and education
on how to use them. A sur vey conducted in 19 states
showed that many of the teenagers who became
pregnant were not using any form of bir th control and
were unaware of the consequences.
“Half of the teen girls age 15 to 19 who became
pregnant were not using any method of bir th control.
A 2012 LA Times ar ticle stated that among those, 31
percent said they didn’t think they could get pregnant at
the time.”

sexual activity,” Banks said.
But, according to statistics, many
students are not practicing abstinence.
A survey conducted by the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention found that
more than 47 percent of all high school
students report that they have had
sex, while 15 percent report that
Just having the
they have had sex with four or more
information in the back of
partners during high school.
their mind that they can draw
Hartmus said the emphasis
from is super important.”
on abstinence when teaching sex
educationis unrealistic; most of the
School counselor Allen Banks information she has learned about
sex and contraception was not
learned in a classroom, but through
real world experience.
“Having friends who have had sexual
In fact, Banks believes the current
experiences, [viewing] their emotional
program is successful in stressing
abstinence for students.
consequences, and watching TV or other
“Had we not taught abstinence, I
types of media have really taught me the
would say there would be an increase in
majority of what I know about sex and
“[A student] might not be thinking
about [what they learned] when they’re
having a relationship with someone,”
Banks said. “But I think just having that
information in the back of their mind that
they can draw from is super important.”
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[how] to make a decision about sex,”
Hartmus said.
According to Hoover, the school
curriculum teaches about the physical
effects of having sex and sexual and
healthy relationships, but Hartmus does
not agree that it teaches the emotional
consequences of having
sex as well.
“If you have sex with
someone that you aren’t
necessarily good friends
with or dating, you can
form a bond with them
that’s very different
from any other type of
relationship,” Hartmus
said.“I would have never
learned this in the sex ed curriculum;
they don’t talk about actual experiences or
what people may feel. In the classroom,
it’s much more straightforward—like, this
is black and white, STDs, effects of those
STDs—but there’s so much more to sex
and the various ways to encounter sex that
the school doesn’t touch.”
In states that have abstinence-based
curriculums, only 60 percent reported
condom use and 23 percent reported birth
control pill use.
Sexual activity and unprotected sex
do have consequences. According to the
National Conference of State Legislators,
the United States has the highest teen
birth rate in the industrialized world.
Three out of 10 girls will become pregnant
before their 20th birthday.
Adolescents also make up about 25
percent of the populations that is affected
by sexually transmitted infections. There
are 9.8 million cases of new STDs reported
every year for young people, with human
papillomavirus being the most common
among teens; some estimates find that up to
35 percent of teens who engaged in sexual
activity during the ages 14 to 19 have HPV.

Parents’ Role

Although sex education is being taught
in school, UA parent Barbara Reed said
she believes parents should supplement
the information that teens are being
taught in the classroom.
She has had discussions with her
children about choices and repercussions
but also taught them that there are
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other ways to avoid teen pregnancy
other than abstinence.
Despite the fact that some families
may not be as open to talking about sex,
Reed states that every parent should play
a role in educating their children about
contraception, sex and abstinence.

of the utmost importance, Hoover said
she doesn’t see this happening in the
majority of homes.
“I don’t think parents are really
talking about it,” Hoover said. “And
I don’t say that as a stereotype; there
are some parents who are open to
convers[ing] but, on the
norm, most of them are
[Parents are] so thankful
that the school takes care of uncomfortable.”
Hoover said the hesitation
it because they would rather leave
of initiating a conversation
this on the school.”
may be due to parents’
lack of accurate and timely
Health teacher Stacey Hoover information.
“I think a lot of parents
have been out of the loop for
awhile and they don’t really get
Banks held a similar opionion. He
what’s going on, especially with sexually
said that even though the conversation
transmitted diseases, what’s out there
may be uncomfortable, it is necessary;
[and] some of these shots the girls are
children can learn from their parents
supposed to be getting,” Hoover said.
and families.
“So I don’t think parents really know
“[When] kids grow up in a solid
enough to have a conversation about it.”
family that is together with a mom, dad
She also attributes parents’ reluctance
and kids, they see the value of a family
to having an in-depth conversation with
that was started and was planned,” Banks the sufficiency of the school curriculum.
said. “Kids get that, they see that their
“[Parents are] so thankful that the
parents have been together and that they
school takes care of it because they
or their sister or brother was planned and would rather leave this on the school,”
it speaks volumes.”
Hoover said.
Although both Reed and Banks
Banks said families should continue
believe a parent-child conversation is
to reinforce ideas presented in the
classroom at home, and Hoover echoed
this sentiment.
“I think a parent knows their child
much more than a teacher [does],”
Hoover said.
However, parents are relatively
Do you feel comfortable asking your
uninformed about the content of the
parents questions about sex, or asking a
sex education curriculum and the
question about a sex-related topic?
details of what their children are being
taught in school.
The Hartmus and the Reed
families said they have never received
information about the material taught,
Yes
and thus struggle to continue the
conversation at home.
Banks also believes the majority
of parents are clueless as to what
No
their children are learning, unless the
students themselves are informing them.
Hartmus, Reed and Banks all agree
there is room for improvement.
“Our sex ed program is better than
some others,” Hartmus said. “but there’s
still a lot to improve on.”
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Avoiding
Awkwardness

31%

69%

source: voluntary jan. 5, 2015 Arlingtonian survey of 150 students
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Fresh Crafts Gallery

is a contemporary craft and
art gallery featuring American
Made Artisan Goods, including
ceramics, glass, wood, metal,
textiles, paper, jewelry,
greeting cards, and more!

Monday–Friday: 10–6
Saturday: 10–5
2068 Arlington Avenue
Upper Arlington, Ohio 43221

www.freshcraftsgallery.com

the ywca fed me and
gave me a warm bed
The YWCA Family Center provides
emergency shelter and resources for
homeless families. We have seen a 70%
increase in homeless families in the past
three years.
You can help:
ywcacolumbus.org

Olentangy Pediatrics, Inc.
ANNE D. LITTLETON, M.D.
EILEEN M. MAHER, M.D.
S. RANDALL BROWN, M.D.
IRENE P. KOESTERS, M.D.
AUTUMN M. O’BRIEN, M.D.
EMILY T. FERGUSON, M.D.
4775 KNIGHTSBRIDGE BLVD., SUITE 207
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43214
614-442-5557
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There’s
an App
for That
Students and faculty
share concern over
the obsession with
smartphones
by Molly quinn, ’15

I

t begins with a simple ‘slide to
unlock,’ instantly followed by the
rapid entering of a four-digit pass
code so engraved in memory that it
comes as second nature. A countless
stream of Instagram pictures, Tweets
and Snapchats overtake the iPhone’s
screen, and soon hours upon hours are
wasted on the device.
With the recent release of the iPhone
6 on Sept. 9, there is an increasing
concern over the effect of smartphone
dependency on time management
and communication skills of
teenagers.
Freshman Mary Jeffers, a selfproclaimed smartphone addict,
said she often uses her phone
as a form of procrastination—
constantly checking and refreshing
her phone for updates.
“I [feel like I] am on my phone
24 hours a day,” Jeffers said. “But
really, I probably am looking at my
phone a good four to five hours a day
since school started, and if it were still
summer it would probably be closer to
six or seven hours.”
However, Jeffers is not alone in her
addiction. According to a 2013 study of
eight to 18-year-olds conducted by the
Kaiser Family Foundation, a U.S.-based
non-profit private operating foundation,
today’s teenagers spend more than 7
1/2 hours a day social networking and
surfing the web on their mobile devices.
The dependency on smartphones
is continually increasing as greater

Photo illustration katherine wilburn

A student scrolls down her Twitter home page, reading recent Tweets posted by the accounts she follows. Along with
Twitter, there are approximately 1.2 million apps in the App Store that keep teenagers occupied on a daily basis.

numbers of people begin to dispose of
their CDs, paper street maps, address
books and hand-held cameras—because
“there’s an app for that.”
According to Apple’s Worldwide
Developer’s Conference, there are
now roughly 1.2 million applications
available on the App Store, which has
lead to an unprecedented consolidation
of technology into one handheld device.

to communication skills of the current
generation, as teenagers often become
too comfortable communicating
through text messages.
“People struggle with face-to-face
interaction because they are so used
to hiding behind the screens of their
phones,” Berger said. “Texting someone is
a lot easier than in-person confrontation.”
Counselor Mary Anne Nyeste agrees
that although smartphones
do have many helpful
I could not function without
social media [applications]—I uses, she has still noticed a
deterioration in social skills
love staying connected and up-toamong many students.
date on all the latest posts from
“My only issue [with
my friends.”
smartphones] is that
we must not be looking
Freshman Mary Jeffers at any screen when we
have the opportunity
That number has more than tripled
to communicate one-on-one with a
in just the past few years and the desire
person,” Nyeste said. “Nothing matters
to have the latest applications for
more than eye contact.”
smartphones in itself can be a timeIn fact, pretending to use cell phones
consuming adventure—searching for,
to avoid eye contact is a developing
downloading and then “mastering” the
tactic in American society. According
game or application.
to a study by the Pew Internet &
“I use Twitter, Instagram and
American Life Project, a non-profit
Snapchat daily,” Jeffers said. “I
research organization, over 30 percent
could not function without social
of individuals between the ages of 17 to
media [applications]— I love staying
25 have used smartphones as an excuse
connected and up-to-date on all the
to avoid talking to someone.
latest posts from my friends.”
“We all love our iPhones. We are all
Senior Audrey Berger believes
app-dependent,” Nyeste said. “[But] we
that the growing obsession with
still must keep our interpersonal skills
smartphones has proved detrimental
our main priority.”
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The Buckeye state
Contrary to popular belief, Ohio has a lot to offer
by sari royer, ‘16 and maeve o’brien, ‘16

◀

Ohio has become a notorious swing state, meaning
no single candidate or par ty has overwhelming suppor t in
securing that state’s electoral college votes. Ohio is a target
state of both major political par ties during elections, because
it holds significant power. The last president that was elected
without Ohio’s vote was John F. Kennedy in 1960. Ohio is
the second most visited state on the campaign trail, behind
Florida. During the 2012 elections President Obama and Vice
President Joe Biden visited Ohio more than 30 times.
photo courtesy Wikimedia

◀

Ohio is home to seven professional spor ts teams:
The Cleveland Cavaliers a professional basketball team, The
Columbus Crew, a professional soccer team, The Cincinnati
Reds, a professional baseball team, The Cleveland Indians,
another professional baseball team, The Cincinnati Bengals,
a professional football team, The Cleveland Browns, another
professional football team, and The Columbus Blue Jackets, a
professional hockey team. Ohio is ranked fifth among states
that have the most professional spor ts teams. The Cleveland
Cavaliers have recently gained attention because of Lebron
James’ return to his hometown.

Photo courtesy Wikipedia

◀

Columbus is known as the test market of the U.S.
With The Ohio State University and many other colleges
located in Ohio, the student population is massive. Also,
there is a high amount of diversity and culture creating
a strong international presence in Columbus. Although
Columbus is located in the Midwest, it is not average, all
of these things create a unique test market for America’s
products. According to CBS News, “it all adds up to a nearperfect cross-section of the country’s consumers.” Wendy’s
has opened many test markets around Columbus because its
headquar ters is based in Columbus.

photo courtesy flickr
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▶

The Ohio State University is the
fifth largest university in America, with a
Fall 2013 undergraduate enrollment of
44,201 students, only about 7,000 less
students than America’s largest university,
The University of Central Florida. It also
possesses the fourth largest athletic facility
in the nation, as the Ohio stadium can
hold up to 105,000 fans. According to US
News and World Report, it was ranked 16th
among the country’s best public universities,
and according to The Wall Street Journal, it
is 12th in the nation among the country’s
most highly sought-after graduates.

Yay or Nay compiled by Kimmy Sullivan

You watched the Ohio State
Buckeyes face the Oregon Ducks
in the first annual College Football
Playoff on Jan. 11.

75%

75% yay, 25% nay, 0% undecided

55%

◀

Located in Sandusky, Ohio, Cedar
Point is home to the Top Thrill Dragster.
When built in 2003, it broke two world
records; it was the first full circuit coaster
400 feet in height and was the tallest roller
coaster in the world. Upon completion, the
Top Thrill Dragster was the fastest coaster
in the world reaching 120 miles per hour.
Cedar Point is a 364-acre amusement park
that opened in 1870 and is the second-oldest
operating amusement park in the United
States. Cedar Point features a world-record
72 rides, including 16 roller coasters making it
the park with the third-most, behind Canada’s
Wonderland and Six Flags Magic Mountain.

You plan to attend this year’s
musical, Mary Poppins, which will
be performed Thursday, Feb. 19Sunday, Feb. 22.
24% yay, 55% nay, 21% undecided

You plan to celebrate
Valentine’s day, whether it be
on your own, with friends, or
with that special someone.

38%

38% yay, 29% nay, 33% undecided

39%

Local coffee shops are a great
place to get homework done.

36% yay, 39% nay, 25% undecided

Parents should play a role in
educating their kids about sex.

▶

53%

Ohio has been the bir thplace of more
presidents than any other state. The list includes:
William Howard Taft, William Henry Harrison, Ulysses
S. Grant, Rutherford B. Hayes, James A. Garfield,
Warren G. Harding Benjamin Harrison and William
Mckinley. Eight of the 44 presidents have come from
Ohio, earning the state the nickname “the Mother of
Presidents.” Four of the eight presidents are shown.

53% yay, 20% nay, 27% undecided

69%

People portray a fake image
of themselves on social media
platforms like Twitter and
Instagram.
69% yay, 12% nay, 19% undecided

Violent movies, literature and
video games should be restricted
for young children to prevent
desensitization to violence.

60%
The Supreme Court says no

24% yay, 60% nay, 16% undecided

46%

Obama’s recent decision to allow
temporary legal status to five
million undocumented immigrants
will benefit our nation.
27% yay, 28% nay, 45% undecided

photos courtesy Wikipedia

data for this yay or nay compiled through a
voluntary Novemeber 12 arlingtonian survey of the student body
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Making the world a sweeter place!
Located at:
13 Neighborhood Shoppes.
1941 West Fifth Ave.
4727 Reed Road, corner of
Henderson Rd
Online: www.anthony-thomas.com
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Valentine’s Day Dates

How to celebrate the holiday with or without a significant other
by ELLISE SHAFER, ‘17

			

If you have a significant other:
RECREATE YoUR FIRST DATE
to COURTESY OF
Ph o
JE N
NY

This may seem cheesy, but it’s a sure way to make your significant other smile.
Take them back to the first place you met or your first date as a surprise and
relive old memories.

H

“We’ll probably get takeout food, and have a cozy night of
cuddling and movies!” -Seniors Jenny hogan and Clayton Wells

O

N
GA

SCAVENGER HUNT
PHOTO

A scavenger hunt is a clever and creative way to lead your sweetheart to their
Valentine’s Day present. Set it up carefully, involving your favorite places to go
and even your friends.

COU
RT
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Y

O
F

oo

					o
If you
don’t:

KR
IC
FL

TREAT YoURSELF

an

w

el
he

er

“I plan on showing my love for the bros and then going
out on the town as a single bachelor searching for a soulmate.” -Junior Nick Karsotos

Photo by
me
g

Take out the money that you would have spent on a significant other and use
it to treat yourself. Buy that new gadget you’ve been eyeing, enjoy some fine
dining or even update your wardrobe.

DoN’T BE ALoNE

W

EL
HE

ER
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“I will listen to Drake on repeat and use my tears to water
the flowers that I have no one to give.”
-Senior Ryan Blattner

PHOTO BY
ME
G

Hang out with other single people instead of moping around. This is the perfect time to indulge in a large pizza or a chick flick (both significantly cheesy)
and have some fun while you’re at it.
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WINTER

Whether enjoying the slopes or exploring local shops,
students share their winters using social media apps
Page design by sasha dubson, ’15 and katherine wilburn, ‘15

photo courtesy Jack Campise

▲ Junior Jack Campise catches junior Lauren Hondroulis
flipping through vintage records. The two visited Lost
Weekend Records, a store on North High Street, over
the break.
▶ Sophomore Brooke Scheinberg is shown
celebrating the holidays with her two brothers. The
Scheinbergs spent their cold winter days lighting the
menorah for Hannukkah.

photo courtesy brooke Scheinberg
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◀ Senior Julia Klebe is shown displaying her Buckeye
pride with her siblings on the slopes. The Klebes spent
their vacation visiting Holiday Valley Resort in New York.
▼ Senior Anna Stock and her fellow cheerleaders
show their holiday spirit at practice. Watch them cheer
on the basketball Bears at Dublin Coffman on Jan. 23.

photo courtesy anna stock

photo courtesy julia klebe

photo courtesy of kirsten showe

photo courtesy jordyn stone

◀ Freshman Jordyn Stone asks freshman Zach Root to
accompany her to Winter Formal. The winter dance takes
place Jan. 24 at UAHS.

▲ Senior Kirsten Showe shows off her love for the Hawaii
wild life with this picture featured from her winter break
vacation. The Showes also visited San Francisco on their trip.
J a n ua ry 2 3 , 2 0 1 5
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Violence in the media
may desensitize children
By Maeve O’Brien, ’16
iolence is everywhere. With the
push of a button or flip of a switch, a
morbid image of murder or brutality
is splattered across a screen for a child to
observe. This may seem concerning because,
as the child ages, he or she gradually
becomes more desensitized to violence.
As violent video games, television
shows and movies grow in popularity,
concerns have been raised about the
negative repercussions of the overexposure
of disturbing images involving death and
destruction to children.
According to former West Point
psychology professor Lt. Col. David
Grossman, when children under the age of
six or seven observe graphic images on a
television screen, their brain may register the
situation as reality.
“To have a child of three, four, or five
watch a ‘splatter’ movie, learning
to relate to a character for the
first 90 minutes and then in the
last 30 minutes watch helplessly
as that new friend is hunted and
brutally murdered is the moral
and psychological equivalent of
introducing your child to a friend,
letting her play with that friend and
then butchering that friend in front
of your child’s eyes,” Grossman said.
Furthermore, the Media Education
Foundation found that by the time the
average child is eighteen years old, he
or she will have witnessed over 200,000
acts of violence and over 16,000 murders
through the media. Somewhere along the
way, children stop being so disturbed by
these atrocities because they are seemingly
normal. The repetition allows the child to
become numb to such incidents.
22
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A teenager plays a violent video game. The graphic images displayed in video games can desensitize children over time.

Brad J. Bushman of University of
Michigan and Craig A. Anderson of Iowa
State University published a study called
“Comfortably Numb” that linked violence
in the media to decreased helping behavior
towards victims in an emergency situation.
“If film is a drug, then violent film
content might make people ‘comfortably
numb’ (borrowing the words of Pink Floyd).
Specifically, exposure to blood and gore in
the media might make people numb to the
pain and suffering of others,” Bushman and
Anderson wrote. “One negative consequence
of such physiological desensitization is that
it may cause people to be less helpful to
those in need.”

The results supported the hypothesis.
“In Study 1, violent video games known
to desensitize people caused decreases
in helping-related behavior, perceptions,
and cognitions. In Study 2, violent movies
delayed helping in a wholly naturalistic
setting,” the study wrote.
In simple terms, desensitized people
may not recognize violence, register it as an
emergency or sympathize enough with an
injured person. They might not be able to
realize the severity of the injury, and are thus
incapable of responding appropriately.
Another root of the issue is that as the
television shows and video games seem to
be becoming more violent, the children
audience seems to be growing in size
and decreasing in age.
There is a great deal
Language arts teacher Meridith
of societal pressure
Niekamp has to be wary of what her
to allow access to certain
children are viewing during movies or
movies—even books."
on television.
“Of course parents can control access
AP Language and Composition
to
these
types of media at young ages,”
teacher Meridith Niekamp
Niekamp said. “But even then, there is
a great deal of societal pressure to allow
The experiment was composed of two
access to certain movies—even books.”
studies. The first involved subjects playing a
Methods such as brutalization and
violent or nonviolent video game and then
operant conditioning are used in military
later witnessing an injury. Their response
camps to desensitize soldiers to killing
to the situation was observed. The second
others. This kind of psychological training
involved timing how long it took for regular isn’t confined to the boot camps, but has
moviegoers to help an injured woman at a
diffused towards all channels of the media,
movie theatre at the end of both violent and available at any time. Children who are
nonviolent movies. The study hypothesized
flooded with such graphic content virtually
that in both cases, recent exposure to
may not realize the gravity of death and
violence would decrease helping behavior.
violence in reality.
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Social media provides a fast
mode of communication but can
involve unintended consequences
by Kelly Chian,‘16

B

uried in their phones, students
are constantly waiting for the ding
signalling another tweet or follower.
Social media can be used to express
oneself with an increased speed, but the
consequences are not usually considered.
Junior Patrick Toohey uses social media to
express himself and to share his photography.
“I really love the communities that some
social medias create,” Toohey said. “I’ve
made many friends from my account, and I
still talk to them every day.”
With 17,700 followers on
Instagram, Toohey hopes to inspire
others with his photography.
“If I could get anything from my
account, it would be to inspire other
photographers and share my ideas,
because I guess that’s what art is
really about,” Toohey said.
Although occasionally receiving
hate, Toohey makes sure to keep his
accounts positive. The growing fan
base for his accounts motivates him
to put more time into social media.
“I definitely take [social media]
a little more seriously and put
more work into it,” Toohey said. “But, I
try to maintain the same level of personal
connection with my followers as I always
have because if they’re going to support me,
then I feel obligated to thank them for it.”
Toohey believes his social media
account portrays who he is.
“My social media actually shows more
about my true thoughts and personality than

real life does sometimes,” Toohey said.
Although there are benefits, Toohey
believes social media is too negative.
“It’s just so negative nowadays, mostly
on Twitter,” Toohey said. “People don’t
understand that the ones they talk to on
social media are real human beings and
should be treated that way.”
Junior Kami Stoflinsky describes how
social media can be harmful.
“I see a lot of bullying. Mainly it’s
statements that are targeted at someone.
People think that no one will see it,”
Stoflinsky said. “[But] a follower is going to
see it and share it.”
Counselor Mary Anne Nyeste explains
how the quickness of social media is an issue.

counseling office for a problem dealing with
social media, she explains.
“Hardly a day goes by where an issue
with social media comes to the attention
of the counseling center,” Nyeste said.
“Especially when someone sends something
hurtful to someone else. Even things that
are taken from the system quickly, someone
always sees it and reports it to the person it
is about. It’s important that what’s out there
is out there forever.”
Nyeste believes the negative comments
made online can have a greater effect.
“Social media is not always accurate.
When something bad is said, it makes you
wonder if others think the same,” Nyeste said.
On social media, many use it to
compare their lives with others.
“We want to be equal. We end
Sometimes we don’t
up asking ourselves.‘Do I measure
have time to think before
up? Do I have to say this?’”
sending something and certainly
Nyeste said.
not the thought of what that has
Stoflinsky shares her photos,
an effect on others.”
but contacts people directly if she
has a problem with one of her.
Counselor Mary Anne Nyeste
“I compare myself to my
friends in photos. I hate that I
“The major problem and benefit is that do this,” Stoflinsky said. “If there is a
social media is very quick. Sometimes we
photo that I am not comfortable with I
don’t have time to think before sending
call or text my friends to take it down.”
something and certainly not the thought
Nyeste urges students to be cautious
of what that has an effect or consequence
as anything put online is permanent.
on others,” Nyeste said. “The person who
“I hate for my own kids and school
posts it may forget but the person who is
kids...,” Nyeste said, “...to be portrayed
hurt never forgets.”
negatively for something they had no
Nearly every day someone goes to the
control over on social media.”
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High Schools Aroun
Students describe their experience from schools outside the United States

by Kelly Chian, ‘16

E

Germany

xchange students and juniors Katharina
von Westerholt and Malin Siebecke went
to two schools in different cities but had similar
education with small differences.
Von Westerholt believed the academics at UAHS are
easier to understand due to the available resources.
“For example, Spanish is easier to learn here because
the teachers care about you and I can get help,”Von
Westerholt said. “There is Math Lab and other programs
to help the students learn the material.”
Another Siebecke explains is the lack of sports
in Germany.
“We don’t have sports in school. We may have a
few but the schools are not in competition with
each other,” Siebecke said, “You have to go
to sports school as an extracurricular
and it’s hard to get into these
schools.”

S

Spain

enior Lucia Garcia goes to
school in Madrid, Spain and
describes the similarities and differences
from education in Spain and United States.
“In Spain, the classes are more theoretical;
you don’t usually change classes during the
day but rather have the teachers come to you,”
Garcia said. “You have to study more by memory
rather than in a practical way, also the ar ts are not
so valued, and science classes are the ones that
everyone puts on top as the most impor tant.”
In addition to the different priorities in classes,
the testing and grading are different.
“For exams, the standardized testing
similar to the SAT is called Selectividad or
PAU,” Garcia said. “The grading system
is scaled from 1 to 10 as follows:
10 A+, 9A, 8B+, 7B, 6C, 5D,
1-4F.”
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▶ 10 percent of Egyptian schools meet quality
standards set by their government and are rarely
enforced. Student’s prefer other learning settings.
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Eygpt

unior Ahmed Negm went to the
Green Heights Language School in
Cairo, Egypt because of the conditions of
public schools in Egypt. This outdoor private
school has lunch and gym outdoors and lacks air
conditioned rooms.
“I had to go to a private school because all the
public schools in Egypt are bad,” Negm said. “The
teachers in public schools hit the students and other
things that make me want to go to private school.”
Negm also believes the Egyptian schools are
harder than the ones in America.
“There are only free response questions
instead of multiple choice questions, more
memorization, and less help from teachers,”
Negm said, “The two exams grades are
the only grades for a class, so no
homework or quizzes are
worth points.”
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enior Sophia Xu explains how
the school environment is much
more competitive in China, since only two
exams in ninth and 12th grade determine
college acceptance.
“Friends compete with each other so hard for
good grades, those people become enemies,” Xu
said. “90 percent of students attend outside school
classes to learn about next year’s subjects in the
summer and on weekends.”
The environment is strict since students go
through military training since middle school and
have teachers who insults students about grades
and dating. The school environment allows them
to appreciate the lunch break.
“Once we have lunch break we
appreciate it all,” Xu said. “The life is
kind of cruel so we are satisfied
with food.”

co
u

United
Arab Emirates

_ __

_

unior Anurati Sodani goes to a British
J
school in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The
UAE has a low student to teacher ratio of 1:28,

but has a literacy rate lower than the countries
around it.
“I go to private school, since every school you
have to pay for because there is no system of
public schools.”
Although in UAE, the extracurriculars and
spor ts are similar, Sodani explains the major
academic differences.
“The main differences are grading system
ranges from A* to F is the same as the British
system where A* is similar to A+. Also, I have
to take the SATs on my own. However,
my school is an IB school so the
courses are similar.”

Pho
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India

enior Zeus Schroff attends high
school in Mumbai, India describes his
experience of education in India.
This International Baccalaureate (IB) private
school provides IB curriculum equivalent to the one
offered in the US. In India 29 percent of students attend
private school whereas in the US nine percent of students
do so. Education is divided into five years of primary, five
years of upper primary, and two years of high school.
Schroff believes there are problems with the
current education but it has its benefits.
“The Bombay International School is not like
the public schools in India. The school focuses
on learning and has a lot of classes and
extracurriculars,” Schroff said. “However,
public schools in India still focus on
science and math and have a large
amount of students with
few teachers.”
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▲ Students at Wangba are doing military training. Xu
explains that not attending the training resulted in a B on
personality grade and during training the commanders would
think of ways to make the students suffer.
Students at Umm Suqeim Model School use high-technology
equipment from Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Smart
Learning Programme. Although the UAE does not have free
public schools but provides education funding.
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Coffee addicts critique four coffee shops near UA
By Ella Koscher, ‘15 and Kimmy Sullivan, ‘15

Op/Ed

Premium
Coffee

Starbucks

Photo by Megan Wheeler

As much as people love to criticize it for its
abundance of affluent, teenage, female customers,
there’s a reason Starbucks has become a household
name, whether it’s due to the convenience of its
drive-thrus or the actual quality of the coffee.
At first, the dimly-lit interior of each location
seems to offer a cozy atmosphere for a casual chat
or catching up on homework, but upon further
investigation the whole place reeks of corporate
falsehood. As far as drinks go, Starbucks will satisfy
sugar-lovers and coffee-loathers alike. Delicious
drinks, including caramel mochas and vanilla lattes,
offer plenty of sugar with only a minor coffee
flavor, as long as you’re okay with your name being
misspelled on the side of your cup. With four
Starbucks within a 3.1-mile radius of UAHS, you
know just what you’re in for at each location.

Colin’s Coffee
Located right off of Riverside Drive, Colin’s Coffee
is a little sanctuary in UA. The shop is open, clean and
full of bright light from its walls of open windows.
Plenty of seating is available despite the small size of
the shop, and an eclectic collection of books on a shelf
in the corner is available at your pleasure. Open until
3 p.m. on weekdays and 2 p.m. on weekends, Colin’s
is the perfect place to grab lunch with a couple of
friends or stop in for coffee on a Saturday morning.
The ultra-friendly Colin himself can often be found
serving food and drinks, and amicably offers to make
“whatever drink you want”, whether it’s on the menu
or not. Just name your favorite drink of choice from
any other coffee location and Colin can create it on the
spot. Colin’s also has a rather vast menu for a coffee
shop, and the delicious grilled cheese and tomato soup
is a perfect choice for a winter day.
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Grandview Grind
Hidden away on Grandview Avenue, Grandview
Grind is the perfect destination if you are looking
for a more serene, relaxed setting. Secluded from
the roadside, this hidden gem offers an ideal
atmosphere for cuddling up on the couch and
reading a book from the shop’s limited, but existent,
library, cranking out some school work or just
enjoying a cup of coffee in solitude. Somehow,
Grandview Grind can pull off its inviting purple
and black color scheme that makes you feel
welcome as soon as you walk through the door.
If you like classic coffee, the Ethiopian limu is
definitely worth the trip. Others will enjoy the less
traditional, yet very popular Cinna-Honey Latte,
which offers an unconventional twist on the classic
drink. Grandview Grind is a caffeinated oasis and is
worth the trip to UA’s neighboring town.

‘‘

[Starbucks has] delicious
flavored drinks and I have a
Gold Card so I get discounts on
drinks. They have a good study
environment and it’s convenient for
a lot of people to study there.”

Senior Livvy Royse

Stauf ’s

Photo by Megan Wheeler

Photo by Megan Wheeler

‘

I like coffee a lot, and there
are a lot of coffee shops
around Columbus but [Stauf’s],
comparatively, doesn’t seem to try
as hard. It seems very natural.”

Senior Austin Serif

Stauf ’s Coffee Shop is able to run like a small
business, but gains more popularity than any Starbucks
given the amount of business it receives. Located on
Grandview Avenue, Stauf ’s is here to serve the needs
of caffeine dependent students or to warm you up with
decadent cup of hot chocolate on a snowy day. The coffee
shop is comprised of two crowded rooms with as many
tables that can fit. If you’re lucky enough to snag a table or
patient enough to hover for a spot, Stauf ’s offers a unique
and cozy environment to get stuff done. No other coffee
shop offers such an on-point sound track or welcoming
aroma of African coffee beans, nor the consistency of
baristas with friendly faces. One can never go wrong with
a simple dark roast or the caramel mocha “Milky Way,”
complimented with a mouth-watering scone. Stauf ’s is
the kind of place where you can crank out seven hours
of work or sit outside on a summer day and enjoy a good
novel. Overall, Stauf ’s does no wrong.
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they didn’t like teaching, they shouldn’t have filled out that job
application. Students don’t have that choice, so we don’t have to put
effort into each class or like every teacher.
avoritism is everywhere. I have seen a teacher clap when her
I know this argument well, as I’ve repeated it many times when
favorite student walked in late to class, exclaiming, “Oh we were discussing the flaws in our educational system, aka complaining
so worried that you weren’t going to make it today!” I have heard an about being legally forced to waste time in classes with teachers I
obvious change in another teacher’s tone while she was switching
don’t like, learning subjects I deem irrelevant.
between talking to her favorite student and the class clown.
But wait a minute.
While it’s easy for students to point fingers
Teachers have to be here because it’s their
at teachers for classroom biases, favoritism is not
job, and even if they love teaching, they also
entirely one-sided.
need that paycheck to support themselves.
From a student’s perspective, yes, I’ve had
It turns out that all of us, teacher and
teachers who didn’t seem to like me. But I also
student alike, need to be here from 8:05-3:05.
have had teachers and classes that I didn’t care for,
If we’re all stuck in this building for seven
and I know I didn’t put as much effort into doing
hours everyday, we should make this experience
homework, participating and feigning interest in the
as enjoyable as possible by being respectful to
subject matter. At the time, I may have thought my
everyone, regardless of personal preferences.
disinterest was subtle, but in hindsight, the doodles
Teachers, even if you think your students
all over my notes, my fixed gaze on the clock (which
are disrespectful and don’t care about your
was inconveniently located behind me) and my
class, or if there’s one particular student that
rushing in seconds before the bell to scribble-copy a
by becina ganther,‘16 you adore and want to showcase, keep those
friend’s homework may have given me away.
feelings to yourself. Students, if you at least
When teachers are surrounded by students who
pretend to like a class, that teacher might
clearly wouldn’t mind if their classes were randomly dropped off of
warm up to you a bit and be less likely to lavish attention on
the curriculum, it’s no wonder that some may latch on to the rare
a specific student.
students who care.
So, the next time you want to complain about the “great
This is an argument I’ve heard before: All teachers should like
injustice” of favoritism, remember that you, like the rest of us,
every student and every class because they chose to be here—if
might be part of the problem.

Favoritism Furies

F

Running Into Trouble

T

here are three types of people in the world: those who love
running, those who hate running and those who really hate
running. Formerly a proud poster child for the third
division, I grew tired of the hostility and decided that
running and I should mend our damaged relationship;
after months of struggle and dedication, I still hate
running. However, through the trials and tribulations
of attempting to become a running enthusiast, I
learned exactly what not to do. So, my fellow loathers
of cardio, here are three tips to become a better runner
while avoiding humiliation and catastrophe.

forget that euphoric runner’s high? There’s plenty of reasons, so pick
one and run with it (pun intended).

2. Lay low. Very low.

There’s nothing worse than an uncomfortable drive-by encounter
with someone you know. You’re almost guaranteed to be seen at the
worst possible time. Nobody ever sees the peak of your
run, when Beyoncé is belting and you’re loping down
the sidewalk with the speed and finesse of a gazelle,
looking like you should be in a Nike ad. It’s when your
face is dripping and you have pit stains the size of
Utah, or when you decide to take a momentary break
that half the student body will coincidentally drive by.
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve received that
text from someone who drove by: “I just saw you
1. Find Motivation
walking on Tremont!” Walking. Walking? I assure you,
Running as a hobby is nearly impossible without
I’m not so dreadfully unathletic that I get dressed
a valid reason. If you don’t have some motivation to
up in athletic shorts and running shoes just to take a
drive you, running is considerably more horrendous
casual stroll around the block.
by kimmy sullivan, ‘15
than it would be anyways, not to mention that voice in
Running on busy streets is risky; the easiest way
the back of your head telling you to just go back home
to avoid this fiasco is to stick to the side streets. And
is practically a scream rather than a muffled whisper.
if you choose to take a jog on the sidewalks of Northwest Boulevard,
Personally, I tend to find myself thinking, “maybe I should go on
well, you’re on your own.
a run” when I’m sprawled across the couch watching Gossip Girl
3. Never wear gray. Never.
with one hand on the remote and the other down a bag of Fritos.
Unless you use industrial grade antiperspirant, just don’t do it.
But there are many reasons to take a jog other than to make up for
There are a plethora of potential dilemmas to be encountered
profuse stress-eating. Maybe you want to improve your overall health
while running, but there are also plenty of benefits. Even if you’re still
or relieve some stress. There’s always some dance or event or sports
not dying to join the cross country team, I hope these tips help make
season lurking around the corner to “get in shape” for. And who could
your running experience just a little bit less awful.
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A Stinky Situation
R

ecently, as the obvious next step in my continuing
Once winter hits, Welty said, large numbers of stink bugs
quest for self-discovery, I took a quiz to determine
invade the upper floors of homes, as stink bugs like to be high
my spirit animal at the highly reputable website,
up and warm. And while I get attacked virtually every day,
www.spiritanimal.info. It told me that my spirit animal is
Welty said stink bugs usually don’t do much and stink in selfa butterfly, just as I expected. But despite the astounding
defense only when agitated.
accuracy of these quizzes, I don’t need one to determine my
“When they’re in your house, they don’t feed and they
anti-spirit animal (a word I just made up)—it is, without
don’t mate,” said Welty. “They’re just in their hibernation
question, the stink bug.
state, waiting until spring.”
Why do I hate this stinky but seemingly harmless insect,
The fact that my particular stink bug enemies are deserting
you ask? At risk of sounding childish, they started it.
their evolutionary hibernation programming just to make my
Every morning, I pry myself from the comfort
life miserable makes things even more personal,
of my bed and begin the ordeal of showering. My
but I suppose my situation could be worse.
ears ache from the shrill alarm, my eyes burn in
There’s a mountain in Pennsylvania where
the light and plead for me to close them again.
thousands of stink bugs gather at a time—
I’m in my most vulnerable state.
thankfully, I don’t take my showers there.
This is when the stink bugs go on the
But after learning all about my enemy, Welty
offensive. Neglecting even the common courtesy
finally discussed what I’d been waiting for:
to allow me to dress before battle, at least one
offensive tactics.
stink bug sneaks up on me every morning, naked
“When [stink bugs] are out in the summer,
and unsuspecting in the shower, and scares
they don’t have to move a lot. They’re happy to sit
the bejesus out of me. Sometimes one lurks
on a plant for days at a time,” said Welty. “[Stink
underneath the shower handle, just waiting
bugs] don’t really need to fly unless they run out
for my hand to touch it before buzzing wildly.
of food, so flying is not really their specialty.”
By Owen Auch, ‘15
Another one hides within my towel, waiting to
The stink bug’s clumsiness in the air, coupled
release its stink when I think I’m finally
with his attraction to light and warmth,
In the winter, we both
safe. I am usually able to gain a semblance
makes fashioning an effective trap easy.
hibernate inside my
of justice by flushing the insurgent bug
Simply fill a pan with about an inch of soapy
down the toilet, but I can practically hear
water, place a light source next to the pan,
house, moving as little as
his comrades laughing at me within the
possible. I wonder if stink bugs and, as stink bugs fly towards the light, they
walls of my house.
fall in the water, the soap breaks the surface
have Netflix.”
I hate stink bugs. I hate stink bugs more
tension, and the bugs drown. It seemed too
than I hate aggressive salespeople, movie
simple to work against such an intelligent
adaptations of books and dropping a perfectly good cookie
enemy, but Welty confirmed its effectiveness with several
on the floor, combined. But instead of just complaining about
studies. Not even their stinky defense mechanism can compete
it, I decided to combat the stink bug scourge. I spent hours
with the awesome power of a lamp and an inch of water.
pouring over military strategy, but kept coming back to one
I thanked Welty, anxious to get home to lay my deadly trap.
quote by ancient Chinese General Sun Tzu: “Know your
But on my way, I started having second thoughts. It turns out
enemy and know yourself and you can fight a hundred battles
that stink bugs and I have a lot in common. We both arrived in
without disaster.”
America in the 90s, if by different means. Stink bugs don’t have
I already understood my butterfly nature, so I just needed to
many predators; neither do I (I hope). We are both attracted to
know more about stink bugs to prevail. So I contacted Celeste
warmth and shiny lights. Neither of us is great at flying. And in
Welty, associate professor of Entomology at The Ohio State
the winter, we both hibernate inside my house, moving as little
University. After studying stink bugs for 15 years, Welty had
as possible. I wonder if stink bugs have Netflix.
more information about the bugs than I even thought existed.
So instead of ‘warring’ with the stink bugs of my
To start, Welty explained to me that stink bugs are an
bathroom, I decided to pitch a truce. Since then, we’ve lived
invasive species with very few natural predators that arrived in in an uneasy peace (I did see one on my toothbrush the other
the US from China in the 1990s.
day). The stink bugs have learned to show a bit of decency
First, this fact makes me reconsider my stance on
and refrain from startling me in the morning, and I no longer
immigration policy. Second, a lack of natural predators
flush the stink bugs I find and instead release them outside.
means that I won’t have any animals as allies in my battle
My spirit animal will never be a stink bug, but at least the
against stink bugs. I suppose I’ll have to rely on scientific
stink bugs and I are no longer sworn enemies, and someday,
breakthroughs to help me win the war, as if that has ever
we may call each other friends. And that, compared to war, is
worked before.
a whole lot less stinky.

‘‘
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Bird is the Word

T

hey say a man’s best friend is dog, a slobbering, long- relationship, had laid an egg. At that moment I thought he’d
tongued, furry beast that occasionally leaves its feces
just eaten too much lettuce and it was time to, you know,
on the nicest of furniture. Forget dogs. I have birds; I release. But no, an egg plopped right out, and from that day
have seven birds. It was kind of a buy-two-get-five-free deal. forward Zooz was pronounced a female. Queen Zooz and
Seven cockatiels and one person; there might not be enough
Prince Ali they became.
of me to go around.
Ten batches of eggs with no hope of hatching, I decided
It all started on a sad day in middle school. A bunny, I
to teach Zooz how to be a mother—because I have so much
wanted a bunny. A soft ball of love that adores carrots the
experience. I shunned her and forced her to sit on her eggs
way I do with things that actually taste good.
in a dark corner. 27 days later, an egg hatched.
But no, Mother did not like the idea of a
I’ll never forget the chirping from the ugliest
running poop machine.
fetus my eyes have ever laid upon, but at the
I walked in that day at Petland and talked
same time it was a happy moment. Minutes
to the birds to ask them what pet I should
later, others started hatching and I didn’t know
get. “Chirp chirp,” they said to me. And that’s
how to stop for it. My receipt said one baby,
when I knew it for sure; I really didn’t want a
not more, not less, thank you.
dumb bird.
Out of six eggs in this batch, five hatched,
I used to have parakeets, around five of
and one came out a little...slow. He/she loved
them because my neighbor grew tired of them.
to eat and didn’t figure out it had wings for a
It was an awful decision from the start to
while. I question the gender because it’s too
have an odd number; who was little Fluffers
hard to decipher, and I’ve just been guessing
going to love? But we set them free during my
up to this point.
by Hashem
preschool days and I never saw Fluffers and the
Now seven birds flying around, my house
anabtawi, ’15
Fab-4 again.
became a poop parade; exactly what I didn’t
After hours of begging Mother for a rabbit
want with a dog. It was not as bad as you’d
at the age of 13, I was at a crossroads. Should I look for
think, and it’s too bad my invention of the “bird diaper”
another pet or be lonely for the rest of my life? I decided to
fell through. Having so many birds is not weird, as so many
go back to Petland and talk to that bird again.
people have thought.
He was a cockatiel, a medium-sized, colorful, chirping
Some people hoard cats, some people birth 19 kids (and
ball of happiness. I put my hand out, and he bit me. It was
counting) and some enjoy splendid activities with their
love at first bite. I got the bird, which is now named Zooz.
goldfish (RIP Michael Bublé Eskildsen). Having pets is a
We’ve made many memories, like I’ll never forget the time I
great experience, and if nobody will listen to your problems,
sat on him while I was trying to eat Cheerios.
there will always be a dog, wall or bird there to listen. I
We got him a female buddy a while later named Ali.
recommend people have pets, because they really make life
Months later I found that Zooz, the supposed man in the
great and filled with strange but memorable experiences.

What are your 2015 New Year’s resolutions?
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Junior Sara
Newhouse

Senior Stephen
Davies

Sophomore
Stephanie Pilutti

Freshman
Gaven Zou

If you hate your job,
quit your job.

Lose 140 pounds
and catch a shiny
Ponyta.

To live a great year
with no regrets.

Get more sleep
in and watch less
Netflix.
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Sensitivity Training

Editorial Cartoon

Out of Bounds
Students must fight against desensitization
to violence despite constant media exposure
Staff Editorial

S

chool shootings. Bombings in the
Middle East. Hostage situations. To our
generation, these three scenarios are just
normal events that we hear about in a
joke’s punch line on The Tonight Show or
Saturday Night Live.
Why do we shrug such occurrences off
like they mean nothing to us? The reason:
modern-day entertainment.
Video games like Grand Theft Auto, as

Senior Anna Smoot

Get the International
Baccalaureate
diploma and not die.

well as movies and TV programs such as
the Saw franchise and American Horror Story
all have one thing in common: they contain
an often disturbing amount of violence
and gore. Although many find them
entertaining, there is something unnerving
when the viewer finds him or herself not
even flinching.
Our frequent exposure to these acts of
violence—often seen in movies, television
and video games—has, to a certain extent,
desensitized us from reacting properly.
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Features

However, another reason could be the
unfortunate fact that horrible tragedies
do occur in our world everyday, making
the news of yet another school shooting
almost routine.
This is an incredibly sad truth of how
our generation has grown up, but there
have been other instances of a similar
mindset throughout history.
For example, slavery. The majority of
the Southern population was convinced
that what they were doing was okay
simply because everyone else was
participating. It was hard for slaveowners
to see that enslavement is immoral when
it is all they had known their entire life.
Of course, this is an exaggerated
comparison, but its message is relevant:
the prevalence of something should not
overshadow its injustice. It is very important
that our generation does not become this
way in viewing acts of terror; that we have
a way to stop this desensitization.
Recognition is the first step to
diminishing this issue. By knowing that
your subconscious is being conditioned to
be less sensitized, you can actively try to
retroact it outside of the TV, movies and
video games we love.
The next time you see an action
film or hear about a development in
the Middle East, try and exercise this
recognition. Hopefully, it will become
second nature to all of us, and we will
be able to comprehend the seriousness
of the atrocities that happen in our
world everyday.

Sophomore Michael
Rizzoni

Freshman Ryleigh
Hutson

Junior Nick
Karsatos

Get better at music;
get a summer job.

I hope to be
friendlier to new
people.

I want to live
like there’s no
tomorrow.

8 in 8 compiled by becina ganther; photo courtesy of
gainsborough
primaryGanther
school
8 in
8 compiled by Becina
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Meet your new best friend.

A Student Checking Account from The Arlington Bank
offers students a hassle-free account loaded with
extras. And with no account maintenance fees, we’re
sure to be your new BFF.

Your Community. Your Bank.

2130 Tremont Center Upper Arlington, Ohio 43221
1460 Grandview Avenue Columbus, Ohio 43212
4621 Reed Road Columbus, Ohio 43220
Member FDIC
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